Abstract

Muhammad Sharifjon Mahdum Sadri Ziyo ibn Abdushukur ibn Abdurasul (1865-1932) played an important role in the socio-political life, scientific and cultural environment of the Bukhara Emirate in the late XIX - early XX centuries. Sharifjon Makhdum Sadri Ziyo, a statesman (Qazikalon in 1917), an enlightened scholar, writer, skilled calligrapher, artisan, book lover, and owner of a library rich in rare and valuable manuscripts, left a rich scientific and literary legacy. This article analyzes his works in the field of history, literature, geography, botany and calligraphy. It was noted that the scientific heritage of Sadri Ziyo is preserved in the funds of the Institute of Oriental Studies named after Abu Rayhon Beruni of the Academy of Sciences of Uzbekistan and the Institute of Oriental Studies of the Academy of Sciences of Tajikistan.
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Introduction

Sharifjon Sadri Ziyo, a leading historian of his time, was busy with state affairs for many years, but he was prolific and created a number of works. His works were widely known among the intellectuals of Bukhara. We know the names of some of them only through the information in the tazkirs of the contemporaries of Sharifjon Makhdum. In particular, Abdullah Khoja Abdi and Afzal Makhdum Pirmasti, who wrote in the early twentieth century, mention some information about the life of Sadri Ziyo in their commentaries, although they cite excerpts from his poems as examples, but do not give information about his works [14; 15].

In his tazkirat "Tazkirat-ush-shuaro" Nematullah Mukhtaram quotes from the works of Sadri Ziyo. He notes that in addition to Tazkori ash'ar, Sadri Ziya's other works include Ruznama, Tazkirat-ul-hattotin, Tarikhcha, and Navodiri Ziya[16]. But Sadri Ziyo did not give a perfect account of his scientific and literary heritage in any of his works.

Sadriddin Ayni in his work "Namunai adabiyoti tochik" [18] lists the works of Sadri Ziyo "Roznoma", "Tazkirat-ul-khattotin", "Tazkirat-ush-shuaro", "History" and "Navodiri Ziyaiya". He also praised Sadri Ziyo's writing skills: "Sharifjon, one of the most famous essay writers of his time, was a fan of Mahdum Ahmad Kalla and Sami and wrote essays, letters and memoirs in a simpler and more popular way"[17].
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Rasul Khodizoda in his work "Sources of Tajik literature in the second half of the XIX - beginning of the XX century" on the basis of tazkira of the beginning of the XX century) based on two collections of his 16 works [34].

In the manuscript treasury of the Institute of Oriental Studies named after Abu Rayhan Beruni of the Academy of Sciences of Uzbekistan, many treatises, commentaries and historical works in 9 volumes, copied by Sadri Ziyo, are kept under the numbers 301304, 2193, 2241, 2277, 2460, 2367, 2374. Most of these works are briefly described by L.M. Epifanova [23]. Manuscripts of Sadri Ziyo are kept in the Bukhara History Museum under the number №1681 and in the library of the Institute of Oriental Studies of the Academy of Sciences of Tajikistan under the numbers №№230, 938.

Manuscripts No. 1304, 2193, 2241, 2277, 2460, 2367, 2374 by the author himself, Manuscript No. 1681 by the late nineteenth and early twentieth century calligrapher Mirza Abdul fattah ibn Mahdikhan, Manuscript No. 983 1355/1936 1937 yy. by an unknown calligrapher, №230 manuscript calligraphy by Ibodulla Adilov (died 1944).

Of these 11 volumes of manuscripts, his works number 2277, 2460, 1681 are separate, and under the number №2277 the works “Roznama”, №2460 “Asomi-ul-kutubi library special Sharifjon-maxdum” and №1681 “Tazkori ash'ar" are preserved.

Sharifjon Sadri Ziyo is the author of many works. According to Sadriddin Aini, "Some of Ziya's most important objects were burned while he was imprisoned in Karshi" [18]. We do not know how many books were written by Sadri Ziyo before 1918.

Based on the information of Nematullah Mukhtaram, Sadriddin Aini and Rasul Hadizadeh Sh.Vakhidov, Z.Chorievs identified all existing works of Sadri Ziyo and noted that their number exceeded 70. [22].

In addition to the listed works of Sadri Ziyo, two other poems and prose poems are kept in the Center of Oriental Manuscripts named after Abu Rayhan Beruni of the Academy of Sciences of Uzbekistan under the numbers №№2315, 2343. Bay 2315 was compiled by Sadri Ziyo himself, and №2343 was compiled partly by himself and partly by Nazrullah Lutfi (d. 1918) from the calligraphers [22].

The Main Part

Sadri Ziyo's works have a wide range of topics, mainly historical and literary, and are one of the valuable sources in the study of the history, scientific and literary environment of the Bukhara Emirate in the second half of the XIX - early XX centuries. His works include “Zikri avoili Bukhara”, “History”, “Muntahab at-tavorix”, “Zikri salat and the dynasty of justice Ashtarkhan”, “Zikri dynasty of Mangitiya dar Movarounnahr”, “Zikri dynasty of Amir Alimkhani mahlu”, “Bukhara “,“ Silsilai salatini uzbeki chingizkhaniya “,” Muntahabi salotin va shahriyoron “,” Tarihi osori atiqa “,” Ninety-two tribes of Uzbeks and Asomi tribes of Turkmen and Cossacks “. is of particular importance in the study of this period. Sharifjon Makhdum’s "A Brief History of Iran and the State of Salotinii on the Statement", "Zikri Nahze az Ahvoloti Salotin and the King of Iran, Some News of the Emirs of Afghanistan," His works such as “Zikri Tsar and the State of Cinema Russia”, “Generation of Genghis Khan and the Legend of the State of Silsilai Khan” indicate that he was not only a historian who covered the history of Bukhara's socio-political and cultural life, but also a number of neighboring countries (Turkey, Iran, Russia, Japan, India) also tried to shed light on the history of the countries.

Sadri Ziyo's works such as "Risolai muntaxab dar ta'in va tabini bilodi mashkhura va tarti hijo”, "Dar bayoni badoei jibolu kulal va sano'ei uiunu tilal", "Muntahabi geography and population population
of the country”, "Bayoni aqolimi sab’a” in these works, the author provides information about the nature and richness of the cities and peoples of some Muslim countries in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. it describes the Arabic, Persian, and local names, characteristics, and consumption benefits of local fruits grown in Movarounnahr. [4]


The largest of them is "Roznoma", which, in addition to the life and work of the author, plays an important role in the study of the history and scientific and literary environment of Bukhara from 1888 to 1929-1930. In the work "Nabze az guzorishoti bandai shikatabol al-mutakhallis ba Ziya - Mirza Muhammad Sharif sadr ibn Qazi ul-quzzot Domullo Abdushukur" (№1304 / VI) along with the information given in the "Diary" there are also examples of poems of contemporary poets. Works such as "Zikri biography of Judge Abdushukur Orok", "Biography of Abo and his ancestor Hazrat Kaaba and his descendants" are dedicated to the biography of the ancestors of his father and mother. Sharifjon Mahdum's biographical works, such as Abu Nasr Farabi, Abu Ali ibn Sino, Fariduddin Attar, Abduhaliq Gijduvani, Imam al-Bukhari, Abdulvahid Sadri Sarir Balkhi, which serve to illuminate the life and work of scholars, show how enlightened he was.

In his Tazkirat al-Khattatin [12], Sadri Ziyo, based on manuscript sources, gives information about the life of the calligraphers of Herat and, in particular, the life of the Bukhara calligraphers, their place in calligraphy and book art, and the books they copied.

Tazkira is arranged in chronological order. In the first place there is information about "calligrapher mutaqaddimiyn" - "first calligraphers”, then about the author who lived and worked in his time - "calligrapher mutaahxirin".

In Tazkirah, the author describes the representatives of the school of calligraphy in two periods: the first period from the 15th century to the second half of the 19th century and the second period from the second half of the 19th century to the beginning of the 20th century. Calligraphy played an important role in the cultural life of the Bukhara Emirate. Documents related to state and economic affairs, all scientific and artistic works were copied by specially qualified calligraphers.

There are schools of calligraphy in Bukhara and Samarkand. Sadri Ziyo mastered the writing style of the calligraphers and even critically assessed who wrote the manuscript and to what extent. In the first part of the tazkira, he gives information in chronological order about the calligraphers who created the naskh letter. Later, Bakhtovarkhan, who lived and worked in the Middle Ages, used the work "Mir'at ul-Alam" to illuminate the life and work of the masters of calligraphy of the XV century, when the calligraphy flourished in the East. One of the important advantages of the pamphlet is that the author lists how many books the calligraphers copied, which, in turn, made it much easier to compare the preserved manuscripts in the existing catalogs. The second part of the pamphlet, as mentioned above, is devoted to the last period and contemporary writers who wrote in the letter "Nasta'liq”. The information in this pamphlet is also valuable in that it provides information about monumental calligraphy monuments and their performers, which helps to identify the inscriptions of the architectural structures shown in it [12].
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Another category of calligraphers - "qitanavis" - "continental writers" is emphasized, which further increases the scientific value of the book. They did not copy large-scale works, but wrote letters on a separate piece of paper on an order basis, which was highly valued at the level of artwork. In the pamphlet, Sadri Ziyo sets himself the task not only of providing information about the calligraphers of his time, but also of collecting what other authors have written about them. Due to this service, Idris Makhdum Roji's poetic commentary on calligraphy [13] has come down to us. Roji's information is in poetic order, with information about 42 calligraphers. This pamphlet is one of the first important sources about the representatives of the Bukhara school of calligraphy in the XIX-early XX centuries.

Sadri Ziyo was not only a scholar but also a master calligrapher of his time [18]. In addition to his own works, he also compiled manuscripts of some of his contemporaries [34]. For example, Inoyatullo Sheikh's "Akhound Sheikh Bar Tahzib" (№12), Najmiddin Umar ibn Ali Qazvini's "Khaniya" (№55), Kamoliddin Khojandi's "Devoni Sheikh Kamoli Khojandi", copied, compiled or edited by him in the list in the "Register". Mir Muhammad Siddiq Hashmat’s “Nomayi Khusravon” [33; V / 3581].

Muhammad Sharif Sadri Ziyo also mentored many students in the art of calligraphy in his time. This is stated in Idris Makhdum Roji's treatise Risolai Khushnavison: Murad, Muhammad Amin Qari "Muznib", Abd al-Mu'min, Qazi Haji Nematullah, Mirza Safar, Mir Yahya guard Sadr-i Ziya were students of calligraphy "[13].

In his works “Zikri asomii madorisi dokhilai Bukharai sharif” and “Zikri asomii masojidi dokhilai Bukharai sharif” he mentioned the location of 204 madrasas and 223 mosques in Bukhara city [3]. In these works, the author provides important information about the mosques and madrasas built from the tenth century to the early twentieth century. After all, this work is written not in the form of a brochure, but in the form of table of contents, and consists of a five-room table. They are: the serial number, the name of the madrasa, which guzar it is located in, the number of rooms and comments. That is, the author not only gave the number and name of the madrasas, but also noted in which neighborhood they were located and how many rooms they consisted of. This plays an important role in determining the status and level of the madrasa. In particular, its list includes 147 cells of the largest madrassahs (Kokaldosh madrasah), and 8-9 cells in the smallest. He stated that some madrasas consisted of only two rooms (Mehtari Arif Madrasa).

The list includes 60 madrasas with more than 20 rooms and 20 madrasas with more than 50 cells. In the comments, he mentions by whom and when the madrasah was built or during the reign of which ruler. The classification of some madrasas comes with ideas such as “destroyed”, “half destroyed”, “burned”. He wrote of one of the madrasas that "now it has become a power station (electric room)." It is also evident that each madrasah itself was in a state of disarray at the time it was inhabited. He said that the Muhammad Amin Topchiboshi madrasah in the Lower Murgkash guzar was "destroyed after the revolution." This means that the work was written after 1920. In 1920, as a result of the overthrow of the Bukhara state, the Soviets came to power. Bukhara madrasas, which have been teaching for more than a thousand years, have begun to lose their traditional significance, and their activities have stopped in a very short time. In the twelfth century, the study of the "non-Shari'a sciences" was completely restricted, but now the "Shari'a sciences" have been completely removed from the field of education. Madrasa buildings were converted into rented dormitories, some housed state administrative offices, and some were used in place of various residential service buildings and warehouses. Some were completely demolished.

Sheikh Madvesh, Chobini Kappa, Khoja Qurbon, Khoja Davlat, Nasriddinboy Karshigi, Nazarcha and many other madrasas were destroyed during the revolution. Dor ush-shifo madrasah was flattened in the middle of the century [25]. In this regard, the author realized the historical significance of compiling a list of madrasas with all the details and tried to create a basis for the preservation of one of the most
important features of the spiritual life of Bukhara in the memory of future generations. Many authors have given information about Bukhara madrasas, but the list of Muhammad Sharifjon Sadri Ziyo is more detailed than theirs. Thus, according to N. Khanikov, in the first half of the XIX century the number of madrasas was 180-200, the number of students was 15-16 thousand, and Muhammad Said Baljuvani in the early twentieth century their number was 400 (Baljuvani in his work mentions 79 madrasas). emphasizes [19]. Bukhara intellectual Abdurauf Fitrat noted that in 1913 there were about 200 madrasas in Bukhara, citing only 72 madrasas. An important aspect of the Fitrat data is that it shows the annual waqf income of each madrasa. O.A. Sukhareva noted that there were 133 madrasas, and L.I. Rempel noted that there were more than 170 madrasas in the early twentieth century. So, when various data are summarized, there were about 200 to 400 madrasas in the Emirate of Bukhara [26]. The information provided by Sadri Ziyo is distinguished by its uniqueness and accuracy. As we mentioned above, Sadri Ziyo gave more details about the construction of these buildings in the early twentieth century, by whom, when the madrasa was built, the number of rooms and their condition [19].

In his book "Mansab va amalhoi salatini o'zbekiya" ("Careers and deeds of Uzbek rulers") [6], Sadri Ziyo gave information about the high, medium and low-level deeds and titles in the emirate, the duties of their owners. The author concludes that this information is based on Mirza Badi Devon's Majma'ul-arqam. Considering that Majma'ul-arqam was written at the end of the 18th century, the titles and positions mentioned in it existed with some changes until the last days of the emirate. This work of Sadri Ziyo was studied by the Russian orientalist AA Semenov and is called "A pamphlet on the titles of Bukhara officials" [24]. AA Semyonov rightly claims that the bird is the head of hunting ceremonies, but later believes that the person in the position of the bird, as his name suggests, will become the closest person to the emir [24].

It is known that in the emirate there were positions of kushbegi and koshbegi, "kushbegi - an official in charge of hunting, tools, birds and greyhounds" [20]. His cousin ("twin" in Turkish - residence) was the khan's residence and then the head of the army. In the second half of the 19th century - the beginning of the 20th century, the owner of this position became a second-rate person after the Emir. In the absence of the Emir, Koshbegi was his deputy in the capital [38]. There was no paternity in the time of Sadri Ziyo, and the role of paternity mentioned in the manuscript was performed by his cousin during this period. Researcher O. Masalieva concludes that Anke von Kügelgen and Yu. [29] Based on the information of Sadri Ziyo, it is possible to get information about the titles and positions in the Bukhara khanate, their duties and powers. The manuscript also provides information on the distribution of water between districts. In particular, it shows how much water will be supplied to Karmina, Shofirkom, Komot, Somjin, Khayrabad and other districts [6].

The works created by Sadri Ziyo cover events from the ancient times of Central Asia to the early twentieth century. Especially noteworthy is Muhammad Sharifjon's skill in the field of tazkiranavis. Sadri Ziyo's tazkira is one of the historical-modern and modern tazkira. He wrote “Tazkirat ush-shuaro mutaqaddimin and salatini muosirin and buzurgoni mutavarrin” (about poets and sultans of the past and present), “Shuaro mutaakhirin and fuzali muasir” (poets of the last period and contemporary fozils), “Tazkor ul-ash'ar” Tazkirat ul-Khattatin (Remembrance of Calligraphers), Tazkirat ul-Wuzaro (Remembrance of the Ministers), Tazkirat al-Humaq (Remembrance of the Ignorant), Tazkirat al-Hukamo (Remembrance of the Rulers).

Sadri Ziyo's Tazkirat al-Shu'arai mutaqaddimin wa salatini muosirin wa buzurgoni mutawarrin (Remembrance of Ancient Poets) gives examples of biographies and poems of 10 famous Arab poets in Ajam (al-Bahili, Mu'iniddin Tantaroni, Abulfathi Busti, Hasan al-Busti, Hasan al-Busti). binni Abumansur Hariri et al.).
It includes 162 poets and scholars (from Rudaki to Abdurahman Jami, Alisher Navoi) who lived and worked in Khorasan, Movarounnahr, Iran, India in the X-XV centuries, as well as 120 kings and princes who lived in the X-XVII centuries. Tazkira ends with the dhikr of Abdulkadir Bedil (1644-1720).

Sadri ZiyO arranged this tazkira mainly using two tazkira data - Davlatshah Samarkandi's "Tazkirat ush-shu'aroi Davlatshohi" and Lutf Alibek Ozar's "Otashkada". The value of the author's tazkira is that it provides detailed information about some poets and thinkers who are not mentioned in the tazkirah of the State Samarkand, and sheds light on some vague information in the tazkirah of the State based on specific sources. This tazkira is currently kept in the Manuscripts Center of the Institute of Oriental Studies named after Abu Rayhan Beruni of the Academy of Sciences of Uzbekistan under the number №2193 (pages 270b-320b).

In his commentary "Shu'aroi mutaakhkhirin va fuzaloi muosirin" (Poets of the last period and contemporary fozils), Sadri ZiyO gives information about the life and work of 88 poets and scholars who worked in the XIX century. They are Sultanhoja Ado, Gulmuhammadbi Afghan, Baqohoja Baho, Bahor, Bebok, Vaysi, Ahmad Donish, Zabehr, Zuhuri, Vozeh, Isa, Irsi, Lisani, Muztarib, Otashin, Haziq, Porso, Savdo, Mirzo Sadiq Munshi, Fazli, Javhari, and others.

In compiling this tazkira, Sadri ZiyO mainly used the tazkira of Tuhfat al-Ahhab by Qari Rahmatullah Wazeh. The full name of this tazkira is "Shu'aroi mutaakhkhirin va fuzaloi muosirin rakimi adim-ul-qadr Ziyoi Sadr" and it is kept in the manuscript center of the Institute of Oriental Studies named after Abu Rayhan Beruni of the Academy of Sciences of Uzbekistan under the number №2193 (pages 321b-332b).

"Fuzaloi mutaakhkhirin va shu'aroi ma'osirin" (Contemporary fozils and modern poetry) - the year of compilation of this tazkira is unknown. Sadri ZiyO did not comment on this. It is believed to have been written in 1926. In the second half of the XIX century - the beginning of the XX century in the "Fuzaloi mutaakhkhirin" mentioned 79 poets and fozils, who worked mainly during the reign of the emirs Muzaffar, Abdullah and Alimkhan, and partly during the Soviet era. Most of the poets recognized in it were born and worked in Bukhara. Although some of them were born in remote areas and in the territories of the Bukhara Emirate, they continued their main activities in Bukhara. For example, Sadri Sarir (Balchi), Gavhari (Iranian), Vasli (Samarkandiy), Mavzun (Badakhshani), Nadir (Boysuni), Mirza (Kitabi) and others. The author was in direct conversation with or recognized a group of poets mentioned in the tazkira, and the rest were his friends, peers (sharikdarsoni).

This tazkira is kept in the Manuscripts Center of the Institute of Oriental Studies named after Abu Rayhan Beruni of the Academy of Sciences of Uzbekistan under the number №2193 (pages 332b-337b). Among the tazkiras created by Sadri ZiyO, the tazkira "Tazkor ul-ash'ar" (Memory of Poetry) has a special place. This commentary has been authored twice by the author.

"Fuzaloi mutaakhkhirin" differs from the tazkira of the late XV - early XX centuries by its simple language, fluent and understandable style. Much of the information in it is not found in other commentaries.

The main reason for this is that all the works of Sadri ZiyO, who was arrested in 1918 after the "Kolesov incident" in Bukhara, were burned. According to the author, the first copy of "Tazkor ul-ash'ar" was created in 1905-1907, and it contains information about about 200 poets of his time, who lived and worked in Bukhara in the late XIX - early XX centuries.

The second tazki, compiled after 1920, contains information about 49 poets and poetesses who lived and worked in Bukhara in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Including:
1. Qozi ul-quzzot Domullo Abdushukur - Ayat (1817-1889)
2. Hoji Mullo Ikrom - Ikromcha (1847-1925)
3. Afzal maxdum Pirmastiy
4. Qori Muhammad Amin Peshawari
5. Qori Abdulkarim Bukhari - Ofarin (1892)
6. Mullo Shahobiddin Ko’lobi – Officer
7. Mirzo Abdulqodirkhoja O’roq – Bepul and Savdo (1824-1873. Sadri Ziyo reports that his life ended tragically)
8. Qozi Mullo Abdulloxo’ja Sadr – Tahsin
9. Mullo Giyosiddin A’lam Sadr – Sohib
10. Jamoliddin Maxdum Toshqur’ only - Basma (1866 yil m.)
11. Ahmadjon Maxdum Hamdiy (1875/1946)
13. Muhammad Siddiq Maxdum Hayrat (1878-1902 yy.)
15. Mir Ahmad Maxdum Donish (1827-1897 yy.)
16. Qori Abdulmajid Zufunun (1903-m.)
17. Idrishoja Rojiy ibn Nabiraxoʻja muftiy Buxoriy (1880/1917).
18. Amir Sayyid Abdulahad Bahodirxon (1859-1910 y.)
19. Mirzo Shamsiddin Munshiy – Doiy
20. Domullo Abulfazl Sadr A’lam Balxiy - Siyrat (1899 y.)
21. Mirzo Azim Mirxur Munshiy Buxoriy Somiy (1838-1907 yy.)
23. Shamsiddin Maxdum Shohin (1858/1893)
24. Hoji Azim Shar’iy
25. Qozi Abdulvohid Sadri Balxiy Sarir (1809/1885)
26. Mirzo Hayit to’qsabo — Sahbo (1918 died in).
27. Kori Baqoxoja Karminagiy (Matvo)
28. Mirzoshoh Sarrof ibn Mirzoboy Oqsoqol (1918 y. died in)
29. O’zbakxo’ja Juyboriy — Zarir (1889- died in)
30. Xoji Mir Iso Maxdum muftiy bin Domullo Niyoz Muhammad muftiy Balxiy (1827-1888 yy.) (1829 / 1897-98).
31. Mullo Muhammad Sharif Attor Anbar
32. Mullo Inoyatullo - Buxoriy – Basma
34. Abdulazizxo’ja Ko’handiziyy (Aziz)
35. Hoji Abdurauf Fitrat (1886-1937 yy.)
36. Kozi Mullo Qurbon - Fitrat (Vardonzeiy Buxoriy, 1887 y died in)
37. Mullo Azizulloh Balxiy Qodiriyy
38. Sodiqxo’ja Gulshaniy
39. Mullo Nazrulloh o’roq - Lutfiy (1863-1918)
40. Mullo Muhammad Ali Muharram Qobuliy
41. Xoji Ne’matullo Mutaram
42. Mirzo Abdulvohid Munzim ibn Burhonbek Qorovulbegi (1877-1934 yy.)
43. Mullo Abdulmajid Muztarib (1844/1896).
44. Xoji Jahongirbek Majnun
45. Xoji Xodiy Masrur
46. Domullo Dust Muhammad muftiy Boysuniy – Badr
47. Mirzo Sayyid Maxdum Uroq - Nazmiy (1918 yil)
48. Qori Rahmatullo Vozih Hakim (1817-1894 yy.)
49. Qori Karomat Tanburiy Dilkash (milodiy 1320).
This tazkira was studied by Sahobiddin Siddikov and its scientific-critical copy was published in 2001 in Tehran [1]. Tazkori Ash'ar consists of four main parts:

1. Introduction.
2. Biography of poets
3. Examples of creativity
4. Conclusion

In "Tazkor ul-ash'ar" 1444 bytes were written by Sadri Ziyo, and 2616 bytes were quoted from the poems of the classified poets. The text of the Tazkira is written in the weight of "mutaqraribi musamman maqsur" [37]

Conclusion

In conclusion, Sharifjon Mahdum Sadri Ziyo managed to leave a rich scientific and literary heritage, which is important in the study of political, social, economic and cultural life of the Emirate of Bukhara. Each of his works has a certain scientific and historical value, and by studying it it is possible to know a lot of information that has not yet been covered, and to shed light on unread aspects of history.
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